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voice.

People who play the piano have an erroneous

notion that they can accompany the voice as a matter of
course; in fact, the average pianist is inclined to think
that accompaniment playingis a subordinate art beneath
his dignity.

Never was there a greater mistake.

The

accompanist must do all, or nearly all, that the soloist
does, besides making himself a concerted musician, a
fitting part of a composite art-product.

You all know

that Schumann advised every pianist to seek the oppor¬
tunity to play for singers, and Chopin told his pupils that
if they would play the piano, they should go to hear Malibran sing.

t to the profit of his pride or his
m every occasion.

One of the d

rous ruts in all the career of a t

nto that state of careless lassit
angled up with from the lack

mght to grow out of familiarity
lew methods that always bob up

land in the musical journals.
native reading of musical perio

pad to lagging or faltering amb

mpil, whoever or whatever he b

Your first business is to support, not drown, the voice,

Much may often be accomp

and to do this two things are prime requisites : First,

mlding up a high standard o

define the bass firmly and rather loudly ; second, play

nsnring ite spread in the small

the repeated chords and all the filling-in with soft dis¬

irtificial criterion is so much a

tinctness.

In addition to this, remember to give the

singer enough leeway to make the phrasing free, but not
enough to give him lawless liberty, making him feel all

md suitable
>ress • oftentimes in no better w
,e attended to. Where smaller

the time the gentle, tugging pressure like a rubber band,
and warning of some spirit metronome, monitor, and
arbiter of the rhythm.
The other day I was talking to a lady about the
fierce struggle and competition of modern life in the
race for mere subsistence.

She told me of a remark that

her brother had made about men who slave at the desk
and amass a competence only when so old that they are
too old to enjoy it.

“ What is the use of crawling up

Ml to look five minutes at a sunset ? ”
struck me as both philosophic

The expression

and poetic.

Let ns

aPply it to music life.
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Does not every one of you dream of screwing up cour¬
age to the sticking-point of martyrdom and enduring
five hours a day of horrible, dreary drudgery for five

far as music was conMr^'

years in hopes to have the intoxicating pleasure of mak¬
ing a thrilling public performance? Foolish, foolish! silly,
silly 1 Why will you lose the happy hours that shine
npon us while you burrow like the mole in darkness ?
ake your music as you go ; the road is long and dry,
and dusty and hard ; but in many a corner of the way9,de fence bright flowers are growing.

Think well of yourself, but think better of your art.
Allow noneto despise you,—a frivolous, vain, orshallow-

V

,
.ipol wo
THE people of the m
the rest of mankU1.

their fe

ality, through the music he loves and calls into being for
the time.

ment is better than carping jealousy.

beside the treasures of the tone-world, which always

But if you would thrill others, you must

yourself be thrilled ; the electricity that will flash
sparks must be stored up unseen within you.
you must have known the mountain-top.

*

To uplift,

V

The amount of thick-headedness, dullness, inatten¬
tion—“Oh, I wasn’t thinking ! ’’—that pupils display
makes it necessary for the teacher to present every point
with great clearness, so that the pupils can work it out
successfully. Two things are necessary—a clear pre¬
sentation of the idea, then teaching how to work out that
idea in personal practice. Much of the lack of results
that teachers and pupils complain about is due to the
absence of a clear working knowledge, to not knowing
exactly how to do the required task or how to go about
doing it, and to not knowing when it is being done cor¬
rectly. A feeling of uncertainty in these things par¬
alyzes all effort and makes the practice hour one of dread
instead of a time of pleasure.

form the programs of the Kneisel Quartet, may be better

This is the month for the coming together of club
members, and also a good time for the formation of
clubs, now that women are back from their summer out¬
ings and are settling down to the vocations and amuse¬
ments of the winter. There are many villages in which
the prejudice against clubs still exists, and, if the truth
must be told, these are the villages where the people are
most tired of one another and most self-centered. If
these neighbors who now bore each other to the verge of
extinction were to unite themselves in a club, devote
themselves to the study of good books and good music,
discipline themselves with the observance of sane par¬
liamentary law, and extend some club courtesies one to
another, they would be amazed at the interesting quali¬
ties which they would excavate out of the debris of their
misunderstandings, their petty jealousies, and narrow
estimates.—“ Self Culture.”

imagined than described. Another of the numbers of the

vocal club was a ballad entitled “ You Stole My Love,”

a composition principally noteworthy for the inanity of
both words and melody.

And yet, with the endless

variety of beautiful part-songs at hand, these club mem¬

bers had been giving a considerable portion of their re¬

hearsal-time to training in these so-called musical com¬
positions to practice in niceties of nuance and expression,

under the impression that they were studying music or
adding to their social prestige !
The musical club may be a most influential factor in

the task of familiarizing the public with the treasures of
the tonal art if it keeps to an ideal standard.

“Hitch your wagon to a star,” capable of leading to
astonishing results, would we all but realize and act
upon it.

Music, not society and fashion, must be the

club’s reason for existence ; its right to be, if any real
success is to be registered in its history.

That the average pupil lacks in an essential quality

NATIONAL FEDERATION OF MUSICAL CLUBS.

They see the point clearly that the teacher is

The Board of Management of the National Federation

presenting, but they can not bring themselves up to the

of Musical Clubs held a meeting in St. Louis, October

sticking-point.

17th-19th. The report of the secretary showed forty clubs

Another side to this subject is that of

laziness, indolence, both mental and physical. Pupils
do not feel inclined to hold themselves up to the high

enrolled on the books, with many more to come in shortly.

plane of ideal work. They feel no affinity for the perfect
that good art demands.

I-rederic Ullmann, of Chicago, Ill., were elected to fill

Such pupils need to know that no one ever became a
power for good in this world without this quality of
indomitable will-force, and those who have made a
great name did not stop to bemoan the hard work that
there was to do between the conception of a desired
attainment and its realization. They found their pleas¬
ure and happiness in the work, and work to them was
its own reward ; work was happiness. If lack of interest
is manifest in the pupil’s work, harder work will prove
a specific.

Mrs. John Elliott Curran, of Englewood, N. J., and Mrs.
vacancies in the Board of Management.

Plaus were laid

for the year’s work, and also for the biennial meeting of
the Federation, in May, 1899, at St. Louis.

The bien¬

nial meeting will take on the character of a musical fes¬
tival, in which artists, orchestras, and amateur clubs will
appear.

The musical

club, so called, which proposes to be in this sense a
society affair, may as well at once change its cognomen

Board Meeting.

of mental make-up—will-force—is not generally appre¬
ciated.

There is

a power in the truth within the well-known maxim,

Several social functions will also be given, thus

enabling the clubs from the various parts of the country
to become better acquainted personally.
A plan which was decided upon at the meeting of the
Board, and which will be of great assistance to the clubs,
is the organizing of a circulating library.

Mrs. David

for something more distinctively appropriate.
If we organize for the study of music, or if we purpose
to follow it individually, let us undertake it not merely
as an accomplishment, not as a fashionable amusement,
a correct mode of whiling away a weekly or fortnightly
hour or two, but as at once one of the most serious and
one of the most delightful means of development open to
us—serious, because it may be so followed that it will
arouse and bring into action some of the noblest powers
of mind and heart; delightful, because of the potent
charm, the fascination baffling description, which dwell
in beauty of melody, in rich and noble harmonies, m
witchery of rhythm.
As the work of the musical club is often more or less
concerned with arrangements for concerts, recitals, etc.,
the means of managing an artist’s recital used by a Uub
of which I was a few years ago the president may, Pet
haps, be of interest to some reader. The society was

I call it easy.”

“ Play it,” said Joseffy.

Mr. C. sat

down to the piano and played it. “To play it like that
is not difficult,” was Joseffy’s only remark.
When Nillson sang “Old Folks at Home,” it was a
revelation to many persons how much the perfection of
her art could add to the beauty of a simple song.
Nearly all the great pianists that have visited us have
revealed their art in their genre pieces.

could not understand how such a big boy could get
through such a small door.
In teaching do we not often make the mistake of won¬
dering why a child can not understand some idea which
to us seems simplicity itself, when we are making a com¬
plicated problem of it by trying to make her see it with
our eyes instead of her own ?

passion.

Exaggeration of expression becomes particu¬

larly irksome when applied to passages which are ordi¬
nary enough and would produce good effect in their
place if sensibly played, while they become ridiculons
when an attempt is made to invest them with a deep
musical meaning which they do not possess.

Truly, it is

no easy task to present a composition that has been
heard over and over again in a manner to interest the

And “that little thing,’’Boccherini’s “Minuet,’’under
Thomas’ baton, has charmed the whole United States.

intelligent and experienced concert-goer anew, and still
more difficult to enthuse him ; but it can be more readily

BE PLiERSANT.

done, I believe, by a truthful, impassioned, and beautiful
CARL W. GRIMM.

IT PAYS.

FRANK JL KYKR.
1. It Pays to Insist on Good Work.
Given an opportunity, the average pupil is going to
take advantage of you.
ity.

interpretation than by a distorted performance which,

People always see the world through the spectacles
of feeling, and it appears dark or rose-colored according

Never give him that opportun¬

Insist on good work from the very start.

Insist on

to the hue of the glass through which they look.

though novel, is apt to be grotesque and aggravating.

Yet a

music teacher is expected never to be influenced by his
feelings when he teaches, but to continually call up his

MAKE YOUR

SCHOLARS THINK-

cheerful face, no matter how “ wrong ” things do go at

having every little point as correct as it is possible for

times.

the pupil to make it.

S.

It is true that if you would keep the wrinkles

N.

PENFIELD.

Insist on regularity of lessons,

out of your face you must keep sunshine in your heart.

Paradoxical as it may seem, the most successful

regularity of practice hours, and excellence of work,

Go forth with a smile on your face, and you will return

piano-teacher is the one who soonest makes his scholars

and you will save yourself and pnpil time and trouble.

believing that most people are good-natured.

independent of his services.

Never think you can let this or that little mistake pass

frown, and you will find plenty of quarrelsome people.

without calling the pupil’s attention to it.

One stitch

Wear a

The greatest mistake a

teacher can make is to keep his pupils for many years in

It would he wise for pnpils to remember the above also,

leading strings.

dropped or one thread broken leaves a flaw in the web,

and act accordingly.

Meet your teacher with a smile

list of pupils, but it produces a class of performers who

and that means weakness.

and pleasant manners ; it will dispel many an ill-humor

expect their thinking and criticizing to be done for them.

that may have taken possession of him.

It is a weak point of our modern system of pedagogy

The higher your standard,

the better your work ; and it requires a high standard to
produce only fair work.
2. It Pays to be Cross with Some Pupils.
Some children must be made to mind.

As a teacher,

you must be able to recognize that temperament in a
child when you meet it.

A pupil must be made to feel

that he dare not come before yon with anything bnt a
well-prepared lesson.

Whether that knowledge is to be

Being treated

To be sure, this saves replenishing the

agreeably, he will naturally become communicative,

that every note should be fingered and every nuance of

which will be your immediate gain.

tempo and expression absolutely ordered by the teacher.

When he points

out your faults, do not act as if offended, but receive his

The scholars thus arrive at absolute dependence on the

corrections goodmaturedly.

teacher, and are lost without him.
Per contra, the real musician is one who is early tanght

If teacher and pupil would

always try to be as pleasant to each other as possible,
every lesson would be but a series of most delightful
minutes.

to think, judge, and discriminate for himself.

Granted

that “ Young America ” is all too apt to think and act for

inspired in him through love, respect, or fear, it is your

himself; yet this, done under the eye and encourage¬

duty to discover; and there are instances, we believe,
where fear is the only remedy. You may talk, and

ment of the teacher, who is supposed to be competent to
THE TRANSPOSING CIiEpS.

preach, and nrge some pupils continually, and still reach

LOUIS O. ELSON.

no good results ; bnt if you will be cross and scold, a
change for the better is at once apparent.

give a reason for his own rendering of any passage, leads
rapidly to artistic results.

And how much better to he

known as the instructor of a few great artists than of a
If you are going to spend your whole life in teaching
children five-finger exercises upon the piano, you will

mass of machines !

This prestige can be measured in

dollars and'cents, so that it pays businesswise.

He had played for his lordship’s levee,
He had played for her ladyship’s whim,

or compose minor melodies.

Have you real talent for art ?

TUI the poor little head grew heavy

Then study music, do

something worthy of the art, and dedicate your whole

And the poor little brain would swim.

I once asked Busoni whether he liked to teach.
And the face grew peaked and eerie
And the large eyes strange and bright,
And they said,—too late,—*’ He is weary;

“ It

is better to take than to give, ’ ’ he paraphrased, by way of
answer.

soul to the beloved saint.—Longfellow.

Music, even in the most harrowing moment, ought
never to offend the ear, but should always remain music,
which desires to give pleasure.—Mozart.

He shall rest for at least to-night.”

We can not imagine a complete education of man

DUET PLAYING.

Bat at dawn, when the birds were waking,

without music.

As they watched in the silent room,

Periodically, notable players, as Tausig and his

A something snapped in the gloom.

charming wife, Mendelssohn and Moscheles, Btilow and
’T was a string of his violoncello,

D’Albert, and the gifted

And they heard him stir in his bed.

Carreno startled the artistic

world by the splendor of their performances on two

" Make room for a tired little fellow,

pianofortes, but to say that the art was by them estab¬

Kind God,” was the last he said.
—Austin Dobson.

*."•

lished on a firm or permanent basis would avowedly be
wrong.
This can only be accounted for by the fact that after

“ Experience ! ”

What a bugbear to yonng musicians is that word !
When they apply to managers, to conservatory direc¬
tors, to orchestra leaders, it is always the obstacle “ex¬
perience” that has to be dodged or climbed.
Singers especially have a hard row to hoe in that
regard, and

operatic managers intrench

themselves

behind the convenient word and refuse to accept in its
place even such adequate substitutes as a finished voice,
histrionic talent, physical fitness, and quick comprehen¬
sion.

A singer said

recently : “Surely, the chance to come

on the stage and sing a phrase such as ‘The carriage is
ready,’ or ‘His Majesty comes,’ or ‘Heaven he gra¬
cious to my poor lady,’ can not fit a singer for such
roles as Isolde, Margaretha, Elsa, Violetta, and Mignon.
If managers give one no chance, where on earth is a
singer to gain this precious ‘experience?’ ”
Young musicians are an enthusiastic folk, but often
unpractical, and hence they do not readily comprehend
the reason why “experience” is frequently preferable
to talent.
A conservatory director is averse to engaging yonng
tes' brs for the same reason that the manager refuses

It is the gymnastic of the affections.

In suitable connection with exercise, it is necessary to

With the sound of a strained cord breaking,

a short tour they separated, perhaps never again to
unite.

If they had pursued a systematic course of pre¬

paration in the interests of ensemble playing, a perma¬
nency might have resulted ; but no !

Two great artists

keep body and soul in health.—Jean Paul Richter.
Observe how all passionate language does of itself be¬
come musical, with a finer music than the mere accent;
the speech of a man even in zealous anger becomes a
chant, a song.—Carlyle.
I despise all superficial, frivolous music, and never
occupy myself with it.

The object of music is to

strengthen and ennoble the soul.

If it does else save

honor God and illustrate the thoughts and feelings of
great men, it entirely misses its aims.—Christofano
Morales.

joined forces, and merely strove after the sensational,

Music alone ushers man into the portal of an intel¬

and although effects startling and splendid were pro’-

lectual world, ready to encompass him, but which he

dnced, it was apparent to every one that they were out

may never encompass.

of sympathy with each other, and thus the high ideal of

thought is rhythm can embody music, can comprehend

That mind alone whose every

the Heckmann or Joachim quartets was never reached.
Every one knows that this was not the case in the

speak to the senses of its intellectual revelations.—Bee¬

eighteenth century, when Clementi and his marvelous

thoven.

its mysteries, its divine inspirations, and can alone

pupil, the Russian Field, played often and long together,

Music is to the arts what love is to man ; in truth, it

and to this combination we owe two most exquisite

is love itself, the purest, loftiest language of passion,

sonatas; then Mozart and his sister toured all Europe

portraying it in a thousand shades of color and feeling ;

three times, a concerto, sonata, and fugue for these

and yet, true only once, intelligible at the same time to

instruments resulting,

thousands, no matter how different their ideas and affec¬

dementis celebrated contest

with Mozart, in Vienna, in 1871, was fought at two
pianos, but this

tions.— Weber.

well known musical duel consisted
Dussek and

—In his “Songs Withont Words,” Mendelssohn gives

Prince Louis Ferdinand are also two honored names,

mostly of preludizing and extemporizing.

us his innermost ideas, and these are full of moral punty

spending much time studying and performing together •

and poetic charm.

a sonata, since out of print, besides many minor pieces,

made their way into every musical household ; aud, as

For these reasons, the songs have

were written by Dussek, and often played with Louis

musical pictures, possess melody and delicious harmo¬

Ferdinand.

nies.—Pauer.

At this time, most rich people had a couple

little old-fashioned, especially the pianoforte sonatas.
Chopin is now being played a very great deal, but the
varnish is wearing thin, and in ten years from now he
will be played less. Schumann is just now coming to
the full pride of his work, and probably for the next
twenty years Schumanu’s works will represent the
deeply poetic elements in piano playing better than any

intended for small hands ; the octave school, properly so

HY W. S. B. MATHEWS.

called, begins with No. 11, and in the course of three or
[A great many inquiries as to the Mason System are received by
the publishers of The Etude. We have asked Mr. Mathews to
prepare an answer to one inquiry which is quite comprehensive —

Ed.]

four lessons should be carried out to No. 24, inclusive.

This section, Exercises Nos. 11 to 24, should be worked

out in different keys, a new key at each lesson ; this will

take probably a quarter or more, perhaps the entire
grade.

I do not think octaves are required at all before

country,—that is, they are so seldom played that very

“ I wish you would, in The Etude, tell us teachers
how to use ‘ Touch and Technic’; that is, what num¬
bers in the fourth volume for daily practice to take one
form a week, or one day. Then there is so much in the
scale practice. Is all absolutely necessary? Think it
would be a grand idea for you to edit a little book
putting down numbers for first week, second, and so on.
And has any one ever taken a little piece showing the
content? The other day a teacher said she didn’t
know what it was, and I thought there might be many
who read The Etude who didn’t.”—S. D. C.

need of it, and have it thoroughly studied and done

few serious students are acquainted with them,—and this
is the place for you to direct your progressive eyes and

Yon are quite right in your idea that the fourth

a specialty of octave treatment which, when once thor¬

others.

The study of Liszt is changing its ground, and

the best players are giving more attention to Liszt’s
original works, while his operatic arrangements have
entirely gone out, excepting for boarding school pur¬
poses.
Of all the new composers, Brahms is very far the best;
his piano works are as yet entirely unknown in this

fingers if you wish to keep up with the procession.

the fourth grade of instruction, and if you carry them
through the different keys, you will have all the octave
practice you need, and the wrist will come out in fine
condition.

Then, in the fifth grade I would take up

contrary motions, such as Nos. 25 to 30, or even 34. The

part of interlocking octaves, or Nos. 35 tq 62, is one of
those things which we can introduce when we have any
with ; it is not something for daily practice, but merely

volume of “Touch and Technic ” contains an enormous

oughly mastered, remains within easy reach.

1 here is a great deal of light mnsic being written by

number of exercises, and when completely carried out

With Nos. 63 to 70 we have a training in legato octave

such writers as Schytte ; and if you want an admirable

there is much more than any one pupil can practice.
Moreover, there is another point still : it is that the

which can be undertaken in the fifth grade, or a little

one of the best there is. It is a very beautiful work
and very difficult to play well.

books of arpeggios and scales begin at quite an advanced

it will not be necessary to practice these numbers again,

point, and the teacher of children will find it necessary

although it would be advisable to transpose them into

If you will give me the additional information I ask
above, I will answer your question more fully.

to use a large number of scale forms and arpeggios before

other keys, in which case the legato would sometimes

study in pianoforte interpretation, Grieg’s “Ballade” is

“ Looking at pianoforte study from the educational or
perhaps the psychological standpoint, can you tell me
what kinds of pieces or of practice will develop, at the
student s option, the will, the sensibilities, or the intel-

earlier, perhaps; and when this number is once learned

beginning,—for instance, the scales in the book, or

be broken, on account of the peculiar lay of the white

arpeggio Exercise 6.

and black keys.

And since I have commenced

with this point, I will say that you will find it advan¬
tageous to give the chords I, II, III, and so forth, up to

The exercises from Nos. 71 to 98 contain opportunities
for very useful practice, and you can introduce them in

VII, to children in forms like Exercises 1 to 5 in

the sixth grade and have them very thoroughly prac¬

l6Ct .

the arpeggio book ; and in sixes, nines, and twelves,

ticed for two or three weeks, which will probably be

“I want to be able to call into activity any sonl faculty
just as I now exercise a finger, a thigh, a calf, or a forearm. —J. D. H.

during the first and second grades for practice.

sufficient.

I am afraid you ask me a question which is harder
than I can answer.

As a rule, the will, the sensibilities,

and the intellect are very much given to interacting
one upon the other, so that it is very difficult to stir up
one without getting the others more or less excited at
the same time.

In general, however, I will say that

for the intellectual side, the strongest mnsic there is

form

standing

No. fi in the book

is

The

not possible

below the fourth grade, even in qnarter-notes taken
slower than they are marked.

Mason’s principle of

multiple rhythms is a very valuable one indeed, and it
is necessary to start upon it as soon as the pupil is able
to play quarter-notes and eighths, and from these to
sixteenths, and as soon as possible to thirty-seconds •
but these will not come until well into the third grade,
if at all before the fourth.

For my own pupils I have

introduced a rotation of the first four chords, then of

The same thing is true of the treatment of the pedal.
The proper use of the pedal is one of those things which
we have to attend to very early in teaching—not later
than third grade, and you will almost necessarily begin
on it earlier.

In doing this your first effort will l>e to

cultivate the ear of your pupil to recognize resonance;
and for this purpose you will find Nos. 99, 100. and 104
what you need.

Then you have to teach the art ot

managing the feet to prolong tones after the fiDgers have
been taken off the keys.

You will do this by means of

There is nothing inspiring to a teacher in their manner.

awaken an interest in the language of mnsic; then pupils

It takes two who are working together to make master

will soon feel and understand what they are playing.

herself.

And the result ? Magical!
It was, indeed, the only way to “ manage her,” aud

There is as much in the pupil's drawing out

If the faults just cited were merely confined to the

of the teacher as there is in the teacher’s forcing ideas
into his pupil.

youthful performer, we might not be so serious, but hope

worked so well that after the closing recital my famil

that they might soon improve in their ways through

said to me, surprised: “Why, your ‘subject’ playe

coming in contact with more advanced players ; but it
I find even

very nicely! ”
Having once acquired the art of scolding, I find it

many advanced players lacking in real musical under¬

value enhanced by being kept in reserve for very specia

standing and in clear knowledge of the musical terms

occasions.

and pupil.

THE PUPIL OF EARNESTNESS.
There are pupils for whom the teacher can do more
in one lesson than with others in a whole term.
who belong to this class are eager to learn.
well-put questions.

Those

They ask

They never meet that bugbear,

“the pupil’s worst foe, Inattention,” for they wait
upon every word that the teacher speaks ; stop to think
it over, in order to get it into working form for immedi¬
ate as well as future use.

They listen so intelligently

that they can at once exemplify at the instrument any
point given for their playing, and their eagerness to
learn enables them to control all playing-members of
their person at once. They meet the teacher with a
bright smile of gladness, because they know that they
have a lesson well learned.

is not alone confined to the young player.

and abbreviations found in all well-edited music.
Let us think more seriously of the musical under¬
neither is a “pleasing style.”

If we wish our pupils to

play with understanding and desire to bring them to the
front as musicians, we must tell them more “ whys,”
more about the emotional content of music ; give them a
clear understanding of the terms and abbreviations
found in each lesson,—then we will have much less cause
to remark about “that careless pupil.”

They receive a hearty wel¬

chasing an “ instrument.” Theyonnggirl wouldridefo

miles to take her lessons, and struggled and worked wit
poor hands that were used to toil of every description

One could not help but admire her and feel sympath

It seemed to me such persistenc

Regularly through rai

and shine she came to her lesson, and I conld not but fee

When very young, it was the writer’s experience to

meet various sorts of students among her friends.

MARY ELIZABETH LUGER.

She was a young girl of sixteen and anxious to tak

lessons. She lived in the country, and by dint of muc
saving and struggling the family had succeeded in pur

surely would meet a reward.

FANNY GRANT.
VflfllTY FAIR.

KATHERINE LOUISE SMITH.

for her endeavors.

TIME SPENT IN practice.

come because they are a delight to their teacher.

A MISSION.

standing of our pupils ; note-reading is not sufficient,

The

fact seemed very interesting that one girl practiced two

that the other pupils who wasted their time had littl

realization of this brave soul.
Then came the time when she had a few scholars i

For various reasons Miss Ethel’s musical education

hours a day, another four, and one young lady_a

had been most woefully neglected until she had attained

teacher—had practiced six hours a day, and was the

the country, and drove miles to give lessons at fifty cent
a leason, but she was always cheerful and determined t

the age of seventeen years, when her father purchased a

dullest and most stupid of players.

new piano and she decided to learn to play it.

succeed.

it seemed so admirable to have spent two, four, six
hours a day at the piano.

Miss

Ethel herself was as fair and fluttering as the dainty
yellow butterfly that flits from flower to flower.

She

loved the matinee, adored dancing, and existed on bon¬
bons.
The first time I saw her spread her tapering fingers
over the piano keys an invisible smile rippled over my
brain, for her nails were manicured in the most extreme
fashion, and presented about as ludicrous a spectacle on
the ivories as would stilts in a ball-room.
“ Music is the most exacting of all arts,” I said, by
way of prologue.

“ It demands many sacrifices from its

To the young mind

It was the length of time spent, far more than its

I tried to keep track of her, but she graduall

drifted away from me.
Finally, years after, I met some one who knew her
and I asked what had become of her.

“Oh,” was th

result, that commanded respect, for not one of these

reply, “Mary is married.

young people ever came to very much as musicians in

lives on a farm, works from morning until night, an

general or performers on the piano in particular.

music is the last thing that agitates her now.”
I wondered what it all meant—why she struggl

If a scholar has to be coerced into practice, there is
something wrong.

She has several children

The only right sort of a scholar in

why she was for a moment lifted above the sodden, do

music is one that has to he held back and kept from
overwork from his own love of music.

mass of humanity ; and I asked my friend.
“ I do not know,” was the reply, “ but she is pa<r

It is important to have the lesson well learned, of
course ; but when there is in the scholar the impulse

fieing herself now to educate her children.”

And I te

the solution of the problem may have lain in that.

very young ones, I have found, could nearly always be
relied on to face any audience without flinching. In¬

pretending the audience were only “a field of cab¬

will come to hear.

bages” (!), and said that then “she did n’t mind a bit ” ;

deed, children, as a rule, like to play before people, and
many a youngster I have known to go through a piece

while yet another tried to think she was practicing and
there was nobody in the room.

music, other means must be employed to attract a
tion. The musician asks: “ What compositions a

In communities not intereste

“ by heart ” without a single slip,—even better than at

For my own part, I have almost always found pupils’

be performed ? ” The uninitiated inquire: “Who
sing or play?” It is necessary to answer to the s

rehearsal,—with a smiling face and the utmost assur¬

concerts severe afflictions;

ance.

to one’s nerves, it is extremely disappointing that one’s

issued, which announced ten recitals—five to be i

most promising pupils never play their best, and that

trated by the lecturer at the piano aud a colleagu

What a blessing these little people are to fall

back upon when concerts have to be arranged !
The other type—the vain pupil—can be depended on

for, apart from the trial

faction of both parties.

Accordingly, a prospectus

those musically far inferior get most of the applause

tenor, the others to be given with the assistance of ar

simply because, being too cold blooded or too conceited

from New York City—young musicians entering u

always a “she”!) likes showing off, wears plenty of

to feel nervous, they makesbowiness and “dash ” cover

their professional careers, glad of an opportunit

bracelets to jangle as she plays, and rings to set off her

all

slim fingers, takes an unconscionable time settling her
skirt and screwing the piano stool up and down before

irritating and disconcerting to the earnestjteacher than

to receive experience and expenses in return for

for people to come up at the close and lavish effusive con¬

beginning, then plays her piece (without book) with a

gratulations on the “ talent ” and “ progress ” of those

excellent work.
Each program was printed, a eSmpetent critic agre

vast number of flourishes of the hands and other affec¬
tations certainly not inculcated by her teacher. I have

very pupils he feels most dissatisfied with.

review each recital in the weekly paper, and the co

the fond mammas come round and expect one to praise

was extensively advertised, with the result that an n

more than once known a girl of this type to forget a

a “dear little Mary’s” or “Fanny’s” or “Lizzie’s’

ence was seen red which represented the most adva

page or so of her solo, and coolly fill up with chords and

performance—(woe betide you if you don’t!)—and to

culture of the community.

arpeggi, or figures repeated from a previous passage, until

echo “how quickly the darling child gets on,” when one

by the sale of course tickets and single admissions.
While music was always the essential feature of eac

to keep cool whatever happens.

She (but it is

not

shortcomings;

also there are few things more

And then

able to recall either that particular missing part or, at

knows all the time she is a lazy little wretch, who won’t

all events, the close of the piece.

practice and does n’t advance one inch.

And because she had"

gone on playing without a moment’s hesitation, not one
of the audience suspected that anything had gone wrong,
while she got more than her fair share of applause at the
finish !

On the whole

one is tempted on snch occasions to wish pupils’ concerts
at Jericho, or, as the Germans more poetically express it,
“in the land where the pepper grows ” !

concert was the break-down of an extremely nervous,
(I may inci¬

—The pedal is a most important factor in piano-play-

dentally remark that / had not wished her to play, but

mfii and too much attention can not be given to it

the parents did not like “our Dolly ” left out.)

Know¬

has been called the breath of the piano, and it certainly

ing her disposition, I had chosen a particularly simple

supplies an atmosphere, and in skilful hands can give a

little piece—a trifle by Guilmant—which went capitally
at the rehearsal.

At the concert, however, no sooner

did she seat herself before the piano than the poor child
found herself utterly unable to begin.

Of course, I

smiled reassuringly, and whispered to her that it was
“all right” and that sort of thing j but when at last
she

did

put her hand on the keys (for one hand had to

begin alone, with a bit of melody), not only was it on
the wrong note, but an entirely different division of the

All expenses were cov

cital, side lights were thrown, from time to time,
sions into other arts or the political history of the pe
For instance, when

Saint-Satins’ "Danse

Macs

was performed, the audience was Bhown an engravi
the figure of Death as Fiddler from Rethel s
Death,” and there was an explanation of the

One of the funniest experiences I ever had at a pupils’
delicate child of nine before she started.

prove themselves before an audience, and well satis

It

mystery and its use in modern art. Or the mn.81C
Neo-Russians was compared to recent Russian '!
and a common source discovered in the P° 11C

true aerial perspective, middle distance, and foreground

ditions of that country.
As a result of attending these recitals, the
became familiar with the great personalities o

to a composition.

from Palestrina to Brahms, beside many

In melody playing, the touchstone of

a true pianist, it is invaluable.

Christiana, in his inter¬

esting book, says: “A simple melody is like a nude
figure in painting.”

Many pianists who excel in the

. _

lir

i*>o<spr

-

posers, digested a brief outline of the history
heard many of the masterpieces of three ieu^

learned to recognize the principal musical on ■

most elaborate figure work, utterly fail at a plain

gained some conception of the relation ol mnsic^

melody; and here, not only touch is wanted, but also

One who is thus equipped, if gifted wit

that innate sense of color which produces a spiritually
and dynamically perfect execution.— Huneker.

nature, needs only wider experience am
study to attain to a mature understanding o

9

^

all pianists, especially to those pianists who hug the

spoiled.”

many years pounded and

house, practising all day and laboring under the delusion

lades, sonettes, Benedictions in out of the way place

punched the keyboard that his tactile sensibility—is n’t

that they are developing their individuality.

all, all with choral attachments, are cheap, speciou

that your new fangled expression?—had vanished.

artificial and insincere.

Singular

He had for so

His

Theatrical, Liszt was to a v

thing, this rage for culture nowadays, among musicians 1

“orchestral” playing was one of those pretty fables

They have been admonished so often in print and private

tue and his continual worship of God in his music is f

invented by hypnotized pupils like Amy Fay, Aus der

that their ignorance is not blissful, indeed it is baneful,

me monotonously blasphemous.

Ohe, and other enthusiastic but not very critical per¬

that these ambitions ladies and gentlemen rush off to
the booksellers, to libraries, and literally gorge them¬

sons.

foremost a melodramatic actor, had a habit of striding

selves with the “ologies” and “isms” of the day.

harmonies, their helter-skelter melodies, their vulgari

to the instrument, sitting down in a magnificent manner

Lord, Lord, how I enjoy meeting them at a musicale !
There they sit, cocked and primed for a verbal encoun¬

and cheap bohemianism.

and uplifting his big fists as if to annihilate the ivories.

and end in the tavern. There is a fad just now for eatin

He was a master hypnotist, and like John L. Sullivan he

ter, waiting to knock the literary chip off their neigh¬
bor’s shoulder.

ill-cooked food and drinking sour Hungarian wine

had his adversary—the audience—conquered before he
struck a blow. His glance was terrific, his “ nerve ,f

the accompaniment of a wretched gypsy circus called

“ Have you read ”-begins some one and the chat¬

enormous. What he did afterward did n’t much matter.

tering begins, furioso. “Oh, Nietzsche? why of course,”
—“Tolstoi’s ‘What is Art?’ certainly, he ought to
be

electrocuted”—“Nordau?

isn’t

he

terrible?”

And the cacophonous conversational symphony rages,
and when it is spent, the man who asked the question
finishes :
“ Have you read the notice of Rosenthal’s playing in
the 1 Kiilnische Zeitung? ’ ” and there is a battery of sus¬
picious looks directed towards him whilst murmurs
arise, “What an uncultured man!
like a regular musician ! ”

To talk ‘shop’

The fact being that the man

had read everything but was setting a trap for the
vanity of these egregious persons.

The'newspapers, the

managers and the artists before the public are to blame
for this callow, shallow attempt at culture.

We read

that Rosenthal is a second Heine in conversation.

That

he spills epigrams at his meals and dribbles proverbs at
the piano.

He has committed all of Heine to memory

and in the greenroom reads Sanscrit.
is profoundly something or other.

Paderewski too,
Like Wagner he

writes his own programmes—I mean plots for his operas.
He is much given to reading Swinburne because some
one once compared him to the bad, mad, sad, glad, fad
poet of England, begad !

As for Sauer, we hardly know

where to begin. He writes blank verse tragedies and
discusses Ibsen with his landlady. Pianists are now so
intellectual that they forget to play the piano well.

I remember well that Liszt, who was first and

He usually accomplished a hard day’s threshing with
those flail-like arms of his, and heavens how the poor
piano objected to being taken for a barn-floor !
Touch !

Why, Thalberg had the touch, a touch that

Liszt secretly envied.

In the famous Paris duel that

followed the visits of the pair to Paris, Liszt was heard
to a distinct disadvantage.
himself in the

musical

He wrote articles about

They are th

Czardas.

They all begin in the churc

Liszt’s rhapsodies irresistibly remind me of

cheap, tawdry, dirty table d'hote, where evil-smellin

dishes are put before you to be whisked away aud r
placed by evil-tasting messes.

If Liszt be your go

why then, give me Czerny, or better still, a long wa

in the woods, humming with nature’s rhythms. I thin
I ’ll read “Walden ” over again.
I am as amiable as I look ?

Now do yon thin
Old Fogy.

papers—a practice that his

disciples have not failed to emulate—and in an article on
Thalberg displayed his bad taste in abusing what he
could not imitate.

The Rhapsodies I reserve for the last.

nightmare curse of the pianist, with their rattle-tra

Oh yes, Liszt was a great thief.

His

The following is a specimen of replies to a set
questions given at an examination in England :

piano music,—I mean his so-called original music,— is

(1) Say what you know of Mozart and his works.

nothing but Chopin and water. His pyrotechnical effects
are borrowed from Paganini and as soon as a new head

Answer.—Mozart was an infidel; and, though nev

popped up over the musical horizon, he helped himself
to its hair.

So in his piano music we find a conglomer¬

ation of other men’s ideas, other men’s figures.

When

he wrote for orchestra the hand is the hand of Liszt but
the voice is that of Hector Berlioz.
see Liszt.

I never could quite

He hung on to Chopin until the suspicious

Pole got rid of him and then he strung after Wagner.

I

do not mean that Liszt was without merit but I do assert
that he should have left the piano a piano and not tried
to transform it to a miniature orchestra.
Let us consider some of his compositions.
Liszt began with machine-made fantasias on faded
Italian operas-not however faded in his time. He

married, he died poor. His big pieces are the pianolo
works.
(2) What was Beethoven’s physical defect ?
Answer.—Beethoven’s physical defect was his tempo
(3) State briefly the connection between Wagner
Liszt.
Answer.—Liszt used to lend money to Wag
which the latter gentleman never paid back again.
’
Wagner eventually married Liszt’s daughter,
squared matters.—“ Musical Opinion."

Rubinstein, in one of his books, maintains tba
the possible phases of musical forms have been exbaus

so that apparent plagiarisms are inevitable, and do n
in any way reflect upon the unconscious plagiai ist.
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a) Great care should be taken that the release of the pedal

I

should not cause any gaps in the flow of the melody.which |
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the pedal has to stop, the fingers should endeavor to Pr
serve the continuity as far as possible.
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means enough for her to give gladly years of stndy is of
a sensitive, nervous organization, and she must, therefore,
take even greater care than other people that her body is
sonnd.

The girl who is not willing to sacrifice much

for health's sake may as well give up all thought of
music study.

None of ns are so strong that we do not

break, nor so elastic that, having yielded, we return to
the same position. We break or give way, never to be
again what we were at first.
There is an absolute necessity, first of all, for daily
exercise,—out-of-doors, if possible,—and then for regu¬
lar hours.

The girl who can not live simply must give

up mnch of her power.

There is enough of excitement

and late hours for any piano student, especially one who
is anything of a concert player, without any additional
strain.
There should be an interest in many different things
for the sake of relaxation, for in variety, it seems to me,
lies the very essence of life.

And just as mnch more as

we are interested in everything, jnst that mnch added
interest will there be in our own particular work, for
each new interest will give another light, show another
side of it.
The greatest mistake is in practicing when physically
or mentally unfitted for it. Practice then is worse than
useless.

Besides being injurious to health, it is not

giving our work that to which it is entitled—our best
energy or none.
A very bright, talented little piano student of my
acquaintance was heard to say one day, “Oh, I'm so
tired. I practiced an extra hour this afternoon just to
spite myself, because my old back ached.” And the
worst of it is that she is not an isolated example.
Do not once allow fatigue to overtake yon, either
mental or physical; much better that the period be cut
short.

Just reflect that we can do no more than we can

do, and remember what Moscheles once said—that “an
overdose of mnsic is not good for the health.”
I wish every girl who is studying music would make
it the rule of her life to spend all the time possible in
the open air.

Perhaps the rule might read like this:

Education, that word tossed about so freely that it has
become too common to attract attention, trains us to get
the most out of the least effort.

You who practice from

four to six hours a day need educating.
much and

long-continued

meager result.

effort,

and

You are using
are

getting

The human mind can not concentrate

its good and powerful thought on any one subject for
four hours out of the twenty-four.
known.

That fact should be

Then follows the practical instruction, how to

reach desired resnlt without so many hours of wasteful
labor.

That is educating.

Do we all show that to our

pupils, or do we say, “ Practice! Practice!! Practice !!!”
Thought is material and substantial. Late experi¬
ments have shown thought to be an element. We have
looked upon it as an emanation of mind; and because we
could not see and handle it, we have not understood its
reality.

Now we know that it is a product of mind

generated in brain-cells and sent wherever we choose to
put it.

Decide on what we wish to do with hand arm

or throat, knowing what parts do the desired things
and send thought to those parts in quiet but firm orders
to do those desired things.

Thought goes as tangibly as

does the stream of electricity over a stretch of wire

It

acts according to mental wish at the point of action
as does the electricity when it reaches the platinum
wire in the incandescent light. The only purpose of
practice is to call parts into use for thought to act
upon.

To be sure, if those parts are held in use for

several hours, and thought in weak quantity is sent to
hem

a result will be obtained.

But send stronger

In the first place, he is wrong in speaking of the “last
strain of the march,” since it is only the last strain of
the trio, and the D. C. is a mere species of stenography
made necessary in military bands because their music
has to be on one page.

In the second place there may

have been good reasons for the bands ending with the
trio, such as the command of a superior officer, perhaps
not versed in the esthetics of music ; or, perhaps it
was done to relieve the lips of the performers, or for some
equally cogent reason.

The main object was to keep

time and to make others keep time and step.

So far the

band is on a par with the drum-corps, and so long as
they continue playing or drumming in march time and
in even numbers of measures (8, 12, 16, etc.) they have
done everything necessary for the purpose.
It is different, however, when we look upon the march
as a musical composition.

We now demand not merely

the rhythmic satisfaction of even numbers of measures,
but also the harmonic unity of the entire composition.
This can only be accomplished by having a main key
which should predominate, and, whatever modulations
may intervene, the beginning and ending ought to be in
the same key.
We have every respect for Mr. Sousa as a bandmaster,
an arranger, and even as a composer, but when he
attempts to pose as an iconoclast, by overthrowing forms
which have been observed by such men as Haydn,
Mozart, Beethoven, etc., he goes beyond his legitimate
sphere.

thought to those same parts for shorter time, and greater
result will accrue. One hour, with concentrated thought
on definite parts, will equal four hours of weak thought
This implies that a student (or teacher, for whoever
practices is a student) must know the parts, their struc¬
ture and physiological action, in order to know where
to send thought.

A teacher who has not learned that

part of technical knowledge must do so at once.

What¬

ever his branch of music-piano, organ, violin, or voice,
-there is education in anatomy and physiology which
one must possess.

It ,s not necessary to go so far into

—The “Violin World ” for August calls attention to
the fact that violin practice in moderation is extremely
beneficial to piano-players.

The enforced agility ot the

fourth and fifth fingers of the left hand, the extension so
valuable for small hands, and even the general wristwork of the bow-arm, are all excellent gymnastics. Best
of all is that pianists who know something of stringed
instruments are more musical in their treatment of the
keyboard. And then, too, violin-playing tends to closer
regard to nuances and clear phrasing.

describes it.

If one is to take this method, they must

extended or closed.

Carry hand to its extreme upper

put in many dreary hours of practice on finger-exercises,

and lower limits, at first very slowly, to eradicate

slow trills, and the like, many of them having more of

jerkiness ; then very rapidly, to give flexibility.
exercise can not be practiced too slowly.

a tendency to kiU the pupil’s musical spirit rather than
to foster it.

(b) Fingers extended, arm quiet.

This

Move hand as far

By the use of hand gymnastics much of this work can

to right and left as possible, both slowly and quickly.

be done away from the piano, with less wear and tear of

These wrist-exercises, while easily described, are very
valuable.

nerves and more actual gain to the muscles and nerves
in question.

A finger in use on the piano may have a

6. All Fingers and Wrist.—(a) While using 5 (a),

motion of an inch or an inch and a half; in the gym¬

keep fingers in motion as in 4 (a), closing fingers on

nastic exercise it has the extreme or full motion the joint

down-motion of wrist, and open on the up-motion.

allows, perhaps five or six inches.

(b) Combine 4 (6) with 5 (6), having the4 (b) corneas
the hand is at one side, then at the other.

So we may well say

that, for muscular good, flexibility, and strength,—not
key-d istance or note- reading,—a quarter of an hon r of hand
gymnastics is equal to an hour at the instrument.
My plan of hand culture, to use the somewhat high-

fingers of the left, and at right angles to it

Then

Schedule of Exercises.

arrangement, putting left palm between right fingers. Be

3. First-finger exercises.
4. All fingers together.
5. Wrist exercises.
6. All fingers and wrist together.
7. Stretching exercises.
I condense the exercises into this small schedule,
that they may be easily carried in mind by the pupil.
Each one of the above numbers includes two ways of
exercise, treated under the subdivisions (a) and (b) in
the descriptions below. It will be noticed that I offer no
exercises for the second and third fingers, as they are
always so far in advance of the fourth and fifth fingers

Gradually slide right hand further in.

Then invert the

careful not to strain the hands in this exercise

If the

stretched hand hurts, slide the palm further out; also
close the fingers of the inserted hand into a “fist ”
position. Do not carry this exercise to the point of hurt¬
ing the hand.
(b) Place palms and fingers of both hands together
Then keep the fingers in this face-to-face position, but
draw wrists apart till palms are well separated. Repeat
a number ol times at moderate speed.
the tendons of all the fingers.

This stretches

One point to remember in the use of these exercises is
t r T
,■n0t ^ "Se 8h°nld be kePt in a Guiet or
e itah/ed condition. Use only the muscles called for
Looseness of arm, hand, and finger is a first and most

that their time can best be expended on their weaker
neighbors and on the strong but clumsy thumb.

important requirement. A finger does not need to be in
motion to be vitalized ; if it is held stiff and steady it is

1. Fifth finger Exercises.—(a) Place the tips of
the fingers of the hands together, with the wrists well

work, take the nerve-force out of them, let them be

apart; then throw the fifth fingers as far in toward the
palm of the hand as possible, and then as far out as

is to exercise them in the most diversified manner pos¬
sible.
In the thirty years that I have been acquainted with
Mason’s exercises and have used them in teaching, I
have never known or heard of one case of piano cramp
experienced by any student using these exercises.

TOO MUCH PRACTICE.

7. Stretching-Exercises.-^) Insert the palm ol
the right hand between the tips of the third and fourth
turn and twist the left hand and bend knuckle-joints

2. Fourth-finger exercises.

ciple when Paderewski was a little boy in pinafores.
The secret of having strong, healthy, and efficient hands

W. S. B. Mathews.

sounding title adopted by some teachers, may be sum¬
marized under the following condensed

1. Fifth-finger exercises.

satisfactory development in every direction, and not
only confirm his principle, but laid down this very prin¬

working hard.
loose and quiet.

“While studying with Rubinstein, Josef Hofmann

practiced three hours a day,” writes Mary B. Mnllett
of the famous pianist, in the October “ Ladies’ Home
Journal.”

“ He believes that most students make the

mistake of overpracticing.

When he came to this

country the first time, he was practicing an hour a day.
For two years after his return to Germany he practiced
two hours a day.

Daring the next two years he aver¬

aged four hoars daily, and after that, until he went to
Rubinstein, six hours daily.
sive.

This he regards as exces¬

“ ‘ One’s mind grows stupid and confused,’ Hofmann
says,
brain.

‘ and one’s fingers follow the confusion of the
Another mistake of young pianists is that they

use too much force in practicing.

One should play jnst

hard enough to keep the fingers and wrists from getting
stiff.

One is not aiming for artistic results as one is in

concert playing.

It is the fingers which need constant

practice.’ ”

If the fingers are not doing some specih
It is harder to hold your hand up over

your head with a stiffened arm for five minutes tLn it
is to move it up and down for half an hour.

—There is no royal road to learning, and one must
often endure drudgery of the most trying kind.

Those

who gain great exceUence are those who pay a great deal
of attention to details.

ones to their fate.

If he does his whole duty the prog¬

ress of the class is reduced to the ratio of the dullest

One must have a strong individuality oneself, and one
must be trained by a teacher who has strong individual¬
ity.

pupil.
Conservatories are arranged on a commercial and not
an artistic basis, unfortnnately.

Their object is to save

money for the pupils by giving them cheap instruction,

In a class the exercise of individuality is almost

impossible.

Too many ears are listening; too mauy eyes

are looking on.

The teacher might reveal himself to

one person, but he is dumb before a crowd.

The soul is

turity with maturity.
It must always remain a deplorable sight for
thoughtful man or woman to behold a little girl or

affecting expression in playing by the outward sign
cheap mannerism.

A correct, smooth, and simple r

dition of a piece, with due attention given to dynam

a delicate flower, and folds up its petals on itself among

signs, is preferable a thonsand times to the most e

Three pupils at fif¬

so many! This explains why the playing of conservatory

orate display of affectation.

teen dollars to the hour are obviously better, from a

pupils is so often mechanical, and has such a sameness
about it.

ment to run away from musical intelligence.

and to make money for the teachers by doubling up on
the number of pupils in a class.

financial standpoint, thau one pupil at thirty dollars,
and are much easier to get with generous advertising

v

--A*.

111 US

Never allow musical se
Both

joined for life, and each gains by this union.

A w

drilled hand, led by musical intelligence, will leave

in the musical papers and by the sending out of circu¬

teach by analogy, and he must give this or that illustra

mark without any display of mannerism, and this v

lars.

tion or reason why he teaches this or that particula

lack of mannerism will be apt to raise yon in the e

thing.

mation of the true musician.

When I first came back from my studies abroad, I

He must inculcate principles as well as practice

taught for a time in a celebrated conservatory in Boston.

and turni8h his pupils chart and compass to steer by

I had eight pupils in a class, each of whom paid fifteen

While he is driving the ship steadily onward, he mus

dollars per quarter in advance.

The lesson was from 12

fill .ts sails with the breezes of his imagination.

Hov

to 1 o’clock, at noon, twice a week, and I was able to

can he do this when he is obliged to say to himself

give but seven minutes in the hour to each pupil.

have ten pupils to hear, and at least five of them mus

Not¬

withstanding the infinitesimal time, I found at the end
of the term I had actually succeeded in teaching the
class something, much

to my surprise!

play in one hour.”
demands eternity!

He is limited by time when ar

The pupils

to

my calculations were all upset.

out and an entirely new half came in!

The first half

had exhausted their money with their first fifteen dol¬
lars, and could pay no longer.

The ranks were filled up

with raw recruits, and the class was as big as ever with
the additional drawback that I had two sets of pupils at
two different stages of progress, while the time was as

This experience showed me the reason why so few
good amateurs result from conservatories.
continually changing.
advanced

The class is

I am willing to admit that for

pupils conservatories

are excellent institu¬

tions, although even these I maintain would play much

of individuality, which to establish

And wh

the pupil at last has gained this end, to him will
granted the privilege of putting on any composition

There seems to be no steady progress.

I g0 ,

the dark for days-even so long a time as three wee
without

.seeing

any

effect,

and

then

suddenly

myseli past a mile-post on the journey, far ahea

ir, ,rr w"*b *"*perM °r
standstill began.

^

player by musicians good and true.—“Violin World.

2—v;

And, after all, it is just as

improvement—physical

menla

spiritual ; one must go on with the daily round d(
hours of treadmill routine, and live upon the faith
no honest effort goes unrewarded in the end

15,

my case the daily labor is not drudgery, for niy hea
it

stamp of his own musical individuality, which privile

is the highest honor that can be conferred upon a

Other students say that they ex

ence the same thing.
other processes ot

limited as before.

So long as outward behavior displays truth of sen

after all, the real purpose of all education.

But alas!

Half of the class’ went

bo

arms, and hands, there is no danger of its being wro

development

HOW PROGRESS IS MADE.

what I was going to

achieve the second term on this foundation.

II emot

movement of the

good judgment will also be an important factor in

had mastered one or two Etudes and a few easy pieces.
forward

it is the same as the one applied to speech.
seems to call forth some graceful

Abiding by the combined demands of true sentimenta

knew how to practice finger exercises and scales, and

looked hopefully

To be thus is not so very h

ment and good judgment, it can never appear unnatur

had learned how to hold their hands properly, they

I

“

Be true and natural.

at all; the test applied to musical expression is not n

so there is every blame for me if I wait

patiently for results. ”-‘W, of a Baritone.™

—Half the success achieved by genius is due to
work.

The greatest minds that ever swayed the wor

the greatest men that the world ever honored,
claimed it by word and example.

It is a mis

that many a young genius, richly endowed by ua
has not fully appreciated this truth.

If he had, per

he would not have died unknown, unhonored, nn
sung.—Carlyle Petersilea.

^

VOICE TEACHING.

dition of things that we urge the young men and women
whose faces ore turned in the direction of the vocal field

BY FREDERIC W. BOOT.

to bring to their work a ripe quality of thought and a
definite purpose of removing the stigma of unworthiness, if not insipidity, from the current vocal literature
of the period.

would yon do in the case of a bass voice that can not sin

above C (or D, or any other), and whose upper notes a
dreadfully hard for him to get?

Here we might reca

one of the pairs mentioned in onr second article—name

IX.

ly:

fciNCK the remarks concerning the low larynx appeared

Addition and Subtraction.

It is hardly necessary to give emphasis

in the last article of this series several more of my early

to the truth by showing that one group of topics is

experiences have occurred to me, showing still more dis¬

treated

universal—for singers to make two pounds of effort fo

tinctly how attractive this idea is likely to be in the first

comparison with other professions supplies, abundant

so to speak, one pound of tone.

years of one’s voice teaching.

Bracing the larynx down

evidence of
musicians.

one sings a high or loud tone, he will usually find, if h

is a device by which one can often get quick results that

observe closely, that the muscles of his arms, or of h

only indifferently, and another even worse;
the

not

high

literary

level

of

vocal

Science and the other arts are constantly the themes
of the brightest men in the most commanding positions,
those who by education and special training are enabled
to speak with authority and who are listened to as such.
This, as a rule, is not true of writers of the vocal art;
not only are they usually wanting in higher education,
hut are unlettered to a point where it might be called
conspicuous, Certainly so in strictly professional fields.
In other walks of life it is only when reason, fostered
by preparation and tempered by experience, lifts up its
voice that it finds an audience.

Too often an accident

of voice places a man in professional ranks, another
accident of its loss appears to qualify him as a teacher,
and a worse misfortune, an accident of leisure, prompts
him to take up the pen, and the unhappy public, or that
part of it which seeks instruction through the musical
press, read and absorb the helpless drivel.

Superficial

training and editorial hardihood seem to have joined
hands in the wanton dissemination of cmde, if not dan¬
gerous, so-called vocal literature.
It is gratifying to observe that vocalists are held less
lightly in esteem as the years go by. We might have
said, are held more highly in esteem, but those words do
not carry the idea clearly.

Degeneracy has come to be a

medical term, and to it is attached much less stigma than
formerly.

Vocalists are more or less degenerate, the

result of the unusual tax upon their vitality and the
stress and irregularity of engagements, modes of life, etcThis influence, however, does not extend to the mind
and need not be feared as a sound argument against em-

It is very common—we might almost say well-nig

To illustrate: Whe

seem valuable ; and while further experience shows that

forehead, or of some other part that evidently has nothin

there is really something valuable in this position, yet

to do with the process, are somewhat exerted.

there is enough harm in the use of it to make this one of
the dangerous pitfalls of voice training.

superfluous effort.

One of the experiences which I recall was of a distin¬

Here

The external muscles of the nec

have nothing to do with tone production (though tha

is not so evident), and they are generally exerted qui

guished but rather erratic pianist, who one day an¬

considerably until otherwise trained.

nounced to the mnsicians of his circle that he had sud¬

the throat which have to do with the voice have, mo

denly developed a wonderful voice ; that it came to him

of them, other functions also, some of which are oppose

“ frora heavun in a night.” It was true that somehow
he had acquired a sort of knack with his larynx by

make his voice louder, richer, or to extend its compas

which he could make rather powerful high notes, which

frequently results in setting these functions in oppositio

The muscles o

to tone ; and the bliud effort of an untaught singer

by reason of his real musical genius he was able to gloss

to one another, so that muscles may be prodigiousl

over somewhat.

exerted without effective result, and

He became infatuated with singing,

and wished to sing to and with everybody who could be
made available, though one of his intimates, a distin¬
guished solo violinist, was wont to remark behind his

be a hard and ungainly article).

lriend's back that “that voice never came from heaven ”

as trying too hard.

bnt that it was “more like a bee between two shingles
than anything else.”

This voice enacted the role of

Lohengrin and, after a short and brilliant sojourn upon
earth, retired whence it came.
But the question might be asked, If there are some
advantages in the lower position of the larynx for toneproduction, how can these be obtained without the dis¬
advantages?

The safe reply to make to this, or to any

perplexing question in voice culture is, Rely on the
three item formula-vitalize below, devitalize above, and
locos the tone. (This has been said often before, but it
will bear repetition.)

there may b

twenty-five pounds of effort for one pound of ton

(under which circumstances that one pound is likely t

There is such a thin

The throat may make simultaneou

effort to open and to close, and the larynx may be draw

with convulsive force both upward and downward a
the same moment.

Perhaps the principle can best b

seen as it appears in the muscles that affect the ribs

How often we see an untaught singer strain and laltor t

get breath enough to finish a phrase, when yet there]

an available supply of air in the lungs. Now, the runsc e

which draw the ribs outward and those which draw t ’em
inward can be so exerted that the ribs are almost li-e
solid massof bone,quiteimmovable. This conditionpr
vails when the body must support a great weight, a*
heavy lifting, and the vital parts must be protect

But experience shows that the application of this
formula has various phases. As the pitch of tone

this way.

But for effective compression of the l"Dgs

in order that the last notes of vocal phrases may he we

expect to have work of this kind to prepare for Christ¬
mas would do well to send to us for a sample copy of
each on inspection.

We have a large and attractive supply of Christma
If you did not order in advance of publication a copy
of the “Choral Class-book,” by Leason and McGranahan,

Wk have just published a Christmas song entitled

we should be pleased, if you are in any way interested

“The Christ is Born To day,” by Ion is, with English

in singing schools, or chorus singing in the public schools

and French words, which is pronounced by all who have

or in any college or institute of any kind, to have you

heard it to be “a perfect gem.”

send to us for sample pages of this book.

The French text is by

Theophile Gautier, while the English version gives a
faithfnl picture of the “first Christmas.” The setting

It has selections for every purpose included in it.

is for medium voice, the highest note being F, the fifth

One great advantage that this book has over all others is

line of the treble staff.

The accompaniment can be

that it can be purchased divided into parts, so that it is

played either on piano or organ, and can be very effec¬

not necessary to buy the complete book—the primary as

tively registrated for the pipe-organ.

well as the more advanced.

The song is not

difficult, yet will admit of very artistic rendering.

The

Each can be bought sepa¬

rately, and therefore at a much less expense.

vided into three parts, retailing for 30 cents each, bound

worthy the attention of the experienced soloist, it can

in flexible board.

also be sung by a boy or girl.
30 cents.

bound in stiff board.

The complete book retails for 75 cents,
A liberal discount is allowed.

We have had a large number of patrons already send

since the appearance of the October issue.

We will con¬

tinue these lists from time to time as Dames accumulate.
If you use Mason’s “ Touch and Technic,” send in your
name, also the names of any teachers you know that are
using the system :
Pothill, Mrs. Hope, 527 College St., Macon, Ga.
Glover, Mrs. E. Van Hoose, 527 College 8t., Macon, Ga.
Nelson, Lilian, Paris, Ill.
Bevan, Mrs. Annie W., Estherville, Iowa.
Bunting, Chas. H., St. Denis, Baltimore, Md.
Golden, Miss Annie, 711 N. LocnstSt., Chillicothe, Mo
Sisters of St. Joseph, St. Joseph’s Acad., St. Lonis Mo
Stewart. Harry, Middletown, N. Y.
Gould, Maude M., 139 Madison Ave., Flushing, N. Y.

ns three subscriptions necessary to obtain a copy of the
Pictorial Bible as a premium, and we have heard nothing
but compliments.

We expect no complaint from any

one, as the Bible is everything that we claim for it in the
advertisement.

In accordance with our reputation as a supply-house
for music-teachers and colleges, it is, of course, necessary
that our literature department receive special attention.
We have one of the finest and largest collections of
Almost every book

Those having

Oue new issues, as they appear from press, are sen

out monthly during the winter season to those of ou
patrons who wish them.

They supply many needs and

are welcomed by all. They are sent On Sale, and returns
are made at end of season or June.

We have a circular

setting forth all information about our plan. Send for it

There has never been greater interest shown by our

patrons in the prosperity of The Etude than this season.

It has a fine leather binding, with linen

It shows that The Etude is

valuable to all music lovers.

If you have been bene¬

fited, it is a great kindness—almost a duty—to call your
friends’ attention to it, and get their subscription,

u

you desire your own subscription free, send us three

subscriptions at $1.50, and your own will be renewed for
a year.

BniDg, gold edges, and flexible back. The size is 81x51.
We also give it for one subscription to The Etude, out¬

If your subscription expires in December, it will save

side of your own, at $1.50, and $1 in cash additional

us much clerical labor if you will renew early in No¬

or we will sell it for $2, postpaid.
particulars to the advertisement.

vember.

We refer you for

During the coming month we will publish a new
premium
pamphlet.

list in the form of a very attractive little
In addition to the premium list, this will

contain a short description and sketch of The Etude •

musical literature in the country.

endeavor to send you what you desire.

accounts with us can have the selections sent on sale.

This is very gratifying.

The following is a list of the names of teachers of
Mason’s “ Touch and Technic ” that have been received

If you desire

It is di¬

whole character of the piece is such that while it is
The retail price will be

Our stock is very complete.

Christmas solo, an anthem, or carol, send to us ; we wil

This is the

best book published at the present time for work of this
kind.

music.

how and where it was founded, and many interesting

ZZ

r6Kar<\to A Weshal> * Pleased to send
tins to any one who should desire a copy, free. The

The

director of one of the prominent schools of

music in New York said : “ The Bidwell Hand Exer¬

ciser is the most practical hand gymnasium I have ever

seen, and any intelligent piano student can be greatly
benefited by its use.”

This is right.

assistant to keyboard work you can get.

It is the best
The price

only $2, with a discount to the profession.

premiums have all been carefully gone over, and they
will be found even more liberal than we have been
givmg heretofore, as we appreciate very much the work

We have in the course of publication a new work by
W. F. Gates, entitled “In Praise of Music.”

This

Leason and McGrunahan.

Mrs. K. H. Johnson.

I received the work on “ Ear Training.” Every mem¬
ber of a church choir ought to stndy the chapters. This
practice would be the most profitable. There is one
good new feature in it, giving the syllable Ti to that
important note in the minor mode. I hope this book
will have a good sale. There is nothing like harmony
to train the ear for correct sounds.
J. Chaloner.
I was very ranch pleased with the “Choral Classbook.”
Myron A. Bickford.
I have received Mr. Sefton’s “How to Teach: How
to Study ” and am very well pleased with it. In my
opinion, it is just what young teachers, especially, need.
IVA McReynOLDS.
I received “How to Teach : How to Study” by E.
M. Sefton, and find in it many profitable hints and sugl
gestions which area help to both teacher and pupil. Some
of my pnpils borrowed my copy and think they were
benefited by its perusal.
j. Monroe Hobron.
The Etude seems to be improving, if that be pos¬
sible, with every number. I could not be without it.
Mrs. M. M. Glass.
I am a subscriber to The Etude and I do not see
how I ever tanght withont it. I think no money value
can be placed on the contents of The Etude.
Phoebe Ross.
I have been a regular subscriber to The Etude since
its first publication, sixteen years ago, and have care¬
fully kept every number from volume I, No. 1, to the
present date.
I note with much pride and satisfac¬
tion its steady growth through all these venrs. and I not
only consider it the best publication of its kind at the
present time, hut in inv opinion The Etude has done
more toward elevating the standard of music in America
than has any other one influence.
P. C. Tucker.
I am much pleased with the “Sight Reading Album,”
and think it will be especially valuable if used according
to the suggestions by Mr. London.
Lila K. Kaufman.
The “Sight Reading Album,” I hope, is the first of a
number of books graded like the course of studies we are
using at present.
Mbs. Nellie Wing.
“ First Dance
hnm ” was dnly received, and I am
much pleased with the same ; it is just the thing to in¬
terest the little one9 I hope to be able to order more
copies of it later on.
Sister DoMATUA

Songs.”

Nettie S. Foster.

The “Clarke’s Harmony” came to hand some time
since,and I have been prevented from writing to yon an
expression of my appreciation of the work. Those of
us who are engaged in the teachingof harmony certainly
owe Dr. Clarke a debt of gratitude for the concise clear¬
ness of his work, which he himself calls “a simple
practical method.” The definitions are especially laconic
and comprehensive. Great credit is also due to the pub¬
lisher for securing this work and giving to the public a
volume of almost perfect workmanship.
Lula D. Hay.
Thank you very much for the courtesy you have
shown me. I will take a great pleasure in always buying from you and recommending yon.
Miss M. L. Thornton.
I have been highly pleased with your house in every
respect, and will continue my patronage during the
coming year.
Alberta Burress.
The music was satisfactory, and for yonr promptness
and care in filling my order accept mv thanks.
Miss Nellie Morris.
I received the piano duets and mv pupil was so
pleased with the selection that she couid not make up
hermind to retain just one piece, as was her intention
keeping all bnt one.
Miss Julia A. von Butcher
I have disposed of all my “on sale” music
wish to state that I was very much pleased with the
collection yon sent me.
E. Pearl Van Voorhis
I am much pleased with Landon’s “ Foundation M*
tenals,” and shall find it useful in teaching. The veu

and an interesting but not difficult accompaniment.

2531. Engelmann, H. Op. 327. “Rough
Riders” Military March. Grade
III.
A bright, vigorous march, full of dash and go. It
is unusually brilliant and effective while easy of exe¬
cution.

2541. Heins, Carl. Op. 141. Erika (Idyl
for Piano). Grade III.

3

A good representative of salon music, interesting
both from a rhythmic and nielodit standpoint.
Considerable work in staccato chords is the most
prominent technical feature. It is both pleasing and
useful.

2542. Heins, Carl. Op. 139. March of the
Imps (G-nomenmarsch). Grade III,

5

This is one of those pieces known as “character
sketches,” and represents a march of the merry under¬
ground imps or gnomes. The melody is catching and
the rhythmic swing superb. It is a splendid march,
bright and vigorous. Contains some easy octave work.

2543. Heins, Carl.
Op. 140.
On the
Heath (Auf der Haide). Idyl.
Grade II.

3

This is a fascinating melody, full of sentiment and
rich color, such as the heath shows under the setting
sun. It is in llehis’ best and happiest vein. Some
octave work.

2544. Germer, Heinrich.
Op. 37.
20
Pianoforte Studies for the Use of
1 0
Beginners. Grade II.
These are the most modern studies that can be had,
containing newest and most advanced ideas in founda¬
tion work, the greatest variety in material, all kinds
of technic being used; and yet, with scarcely any
exception, even in the purely’mechanical studies, all
are melodious and interesting. It is the book for every
progressive teacher who appreciates the importance
of thorough foundation work.

2555. Grieg, E. Op. 28, No. 3. Dance
Caprice. Grade IV.

“a ,h“

Thoroughly characteristic of the N o rw eg i a n composer,, and
very fascinating in the odd little rhythmic
ana very
and harmonic surprises that meet the player. It t
one of Grieg’s best short pieces.

2556. Scholtz, H.

Album Leaf.

Grade IV,

A melodious little piece in which the leading them®
appears again and again in different ways, thus adding
to die artistic interest. A most excellent number lor
recitals.

Mrs. Annie W. Bevan

2558. Eyer, Prank L. Op. 18. Valse Caprice. Grade III.
Somewhat Chopinesque in style, but not an imita¬
tion. The two leading themes are well contrast™
and interesting. Fine legato work and a good I’**’
sage for the left hand .Just the thing for preparation
for recitals, since it is capable of brilliant rendering-

^

